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The first part of this test has 2 parts. For each question, you are asked to choose the one 
correct answer among four proposed answers (A, B, C or D). 
 
Part I: choose the answer that best fits in the blank to make a sentence that is coherent and 
grammatically correct. 
 
Part II: identify the element which is incorrect. 
 
Put all your answers on your separate answer sheet. Do not mark any of your answers on this 
document. 
Marks will be calculated in the following manner: 

 Correct answer: 1 point 

 Wrong answer or several answers: 0 point 

 No answer: 0 point 
 
I. Fill in the blanks. 

1. The foundation’s director __________the scientific operations of the organization. 

a. coexists c. cooperates 
b. contextualizes  d. coordinates 
 

2. The company’s Scientific and Technical Advisory Panel is comprised of __________ scientists 

appointed by the CEO. 

a. eminent  c. impending 
b. imminent d. pertinent  
 

3. The chief accountant asked to see next year’s profit __________ so as to start working on the 

company’s budget. 

a. profiles  c. projections 
b. projects d. prosecutions 
 

4. The International Financial Institution seeks an outstanding professional to assist __________ a 

broad range of analytical and advocacy activities. 

a. at c. in 
b. for d. with 
 

5. A successful CEO should have the ability to _________ authority to co-workers to perform their 

assigned functions. 

a. delegate c. deputize 
b. denounce  d. detect 
 

6. The new secretary __________ some problems which she could not handle without the director’s 

assistance. 

a. ran after c. ran into 
b. ran for d. ran through 
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7. Investors reacted nervously to the bad news stemming __________ the slowdown in America’s 

housing market. 

a. by c. of  
b. from d. off 
 

8. The marketing director managed to __________ the target audience’s awareness with his new 

advertising campaign.  

a. augment c. raise 
b. influence d. rise 
 

9. The executive manager handed in his resignation __________ . 

a. notation c. noticed 
b. notice d. notified 
 

10. The CEO announced that the company would take firm and __________ action to counter their 

rival’s promotional campaign.  

a. punctual  c. subordinate 
b. stability d. timely 
 

II. Identify the error. 

11. The chain of rider stations along(A) the way were(B) crucial(C) to the success(D) of the Pony 

Express. 

12. The neocortex becomes(A) progressive(B) more developed(C) in the more advanced(D) 

mammals.  

13. A variation(A) of collodion photography was the tintype, which(B) captured images on a black 

or(C) dark brown metal plate instead(D) from on glass. 

14. Acrylic paints(A) are either(B) applied using(C) a knife or diluted and spreading(D) with a 

paintbrush. 

15. Some marines invertebrates, such as the(A) sea urchin and the starfish, migrates(B) from deep 

water to shallow(C) during spring and early summer to spawn(D). 

16. Wampum, beads used as a form(A) of exchange by(B) some Native Americans, was made of bits 

of(C) seashells cut, drill(D), and strung into belts.  

17. Kangaroos use their(A) long and powerful(B) tails for(C) balance themselves when sitting(D) 

upright or jumping. 

18. Proper city planning provides for(A) the distribution(B) of public utilities, public buildings, parks, 

and recreation centers(C), and for adequate and the inexpensive(D) housing. 

19. Most(A) traditional dances are made up of(B) a prearranged series of steps and movements, but 

modern dancers are generally free to(C)move as they choice(D). 

20. Marshes, wetland areas characterized(A) by plant grassy(B) growth, are distinguished from(C) 

swamps, wetlands where trees(D) grown.  
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III. Writing Exercise:  
 
The last section of this test is a writing exercise. You will find the topic for this 
exercise below. You will be evaluated on the “technical” aspects of your expression 
(grammar, vocabulary, syntax) as well as the pertinence of your ideas. Your essay 
should be presented in a clear and logical manner and it must contain an 
introduction, development and a conclusion.  
 
The length of your essay should not exceed two pages maximum. 
 

Write your essay on your answer sheet and not on this document. 
 
Your essay represents 20 points. 
 

Discuss the implications of industrial agriculture practices. How does it affect your life 

directly? Are there any alternatives?   

How can your eventual studies at 3A make an impact or lead to changes in this 

issue?  

 


